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Abstract—In Molecular Communications via Diffusion
(MCvD), messenger molecules are emitted by a transmitter
and propagate randomly through the fluidic environment.
In biological systems, the environment can be considered a
bounded space, surrounded by various structures such as
tissues and organs. The propagation of molecules is affected
by these structures, which reflect the molecules upon collision.
Deriving the channel response of MCvD systems with an
absorbing spherical receiver requires solving the 3-D diffusion
equation in the presence of reflecting and absorbing boundary
conditions, which is extremely challenging. In this paper, the
method of images is brought to molecular communication
(MC) realm to find a closed-form solution to the channel
response of a single-input single-output (SISO) system near
an infinite reflecting surface. We showed that a molecular
SISO system in a 3-D half-space with an infinite reflecting
surface could be approximated as a molecular single-input
multiple-output (SIMO) system in a 3-D space, which consists of
two symmetrically located, with respect to the reflecting surface,
identical absorbing spherical receivers.

Index Terms—Molecular communications, nanonetworking,
diffusion channel, half-space, bounded environment, reflective
boundary.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOLECULAR communication (MC) is a novel com-

munication technology. In particular, MCvD has been

gaining popularity as a promising approach [1], [2]. MCvD

systems could be utilized in complex health applications such

as health monitoring, tissue engineering, and environment

monitoring [3]–[6], owing to their power-efficient nature [7],

[8]. In MCvD systems, the message is transmitted through

information-carrying molecules that propagate in the diffusive

fluidic medium. Hence, in the absence of any flow in the

environment, the motion of molecules is solely governed by

Brownian motion. A typical MCvD system consists of either

a single or multiple transmitters communicating with a single

or multiple receivers.

In the context of communication theory, it is important

to model communication systems analytically. For MCvD

systems, distribution models for received signals are inves-

tigated in [9]. Additionally, the mathematical formulation of
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MCvD systems with an absorbing spherical receiver in 3-

D space is well-studied in the literature [10]. However, 3-

D unbounded space is not an accurate approximation for

biological environments. For instance, the impulse response

of the diffusion channel with a spherical absorbing receiver

within a spherical reflective boundary is presented in [11]

to model the intra-cellular diffusion environment. Moreover,

a spherical absorbing boundary is considered in [12]. Many

other approaches that incorporate the effect of boundary [13]–

[17] could be listed.

Nanonetworks, which operate in the vicinity of biological

structures such as tissues and organs for the purpose of tissue

engineering or environment monitoring, would have been

affected by the reflections caused by these structures. If this

effect is not compensated for or anticipated beforehand, the

quality of communication significantly drops, leading to loss

of information. Moreover, with advancements in MCvD sys-

tems, more crowded scenarios that include multiple receivers

operating near biological structures might be feasible. For this

purpose, it is important to derive a mathematical formulation

of the channel response of MCvD systems near a reflecting

surface.

Derivation of the channel response in 3-D half-space re-

quires solving the diffusion equation in 3-D space, which

is a partial differential equation system with one initial and

three boundary conditions. A general solution for the diffusion

equation in 3-D half-space with a reflecting surface is proposed

in [18]. However, to derive the channel response of an MCvD

system with an absorbing spherical receiver, consideration

of the spherical absorbing boundary is needed in addition

to the reflecting boundary condition. The procedure used to

derive the general solution becomes intractable when applied

to deriving the channel response. On the other hand, the

procedure followed in [10] to derive the channel response

becomes intractable in the presence of a reflecting boundary

condition. Hence, a new approach, which could possess more

physical intuition, is needed to derive the channel response in

3-D half-space.

In this paper, the method of images is introduced to the

MC realm, and our main aim is to present a new method

for modeling 3-D half-space MCvD channels by utilizing the

implications of Brownian motion and the nature of reflecting

surfaces. To solidify the proposed model, the performance of

the channel transfer function is tested with different topologies.

After that, a special case where an MCvD system is confined

to a bounded region by two parallel reflecting surfaces.

The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II

http://arxiv.org/abs/2401.07282v2
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Fig. 1. Half-space MCvD system with an infinite reflecting surface.

presents the molecular SISO topology in a half-space with an

infinite reflecting surface. Subsequently, Section III-A derives

and presents the analytical expression for half-space modeling

with an infinite reflecting surface. In Subsection III-B, the

derivation of the channel response in a 3-D half-space with

an infinite reflective surface is provided. Following this, Sub-

section III-C examines a special case of half-space modeling,

where an MCvD system is bounded by two parallel infinite

reflecting surfaces, and provides an analytical expression.

Section IV evaluates the accuracy of these models, and Section

V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, diffusion-based communication systems with

an absorbing spherical receiver is considered in a 3-D half-

space with an infinite reflecting surface, as shown in Fig. 1.

The environment is filled with fluid, and we assume that there

is no drift. The molecular channel is in a 3-D unbounded space

that is interrupted by an infinite reflecting surface denoted as

∂Ω, and the channel is represented by Cartesian coordinate

system. Ω represents the half-space, and ∂Ω represents the

set of points in R
3 that constitute the reflecting surface. For

simplicity, assume that ∂Ω lies on the yz-plane, leading to

∀~P = (x, y, z) ∈ ∂Ω ⇐⇒ x = 0. (1)

Rx denotes a fully absorbing spherical receiver whose center is

located at an arbitrary point ~C = (xR, yR, zR), where xR > 0,

and rr denotes its radius. Tx denotes an infinitesimal point

transmitter that transmits molecules once, as an impulse, at

a particular point, t = 0. It is located at ~Tx = (xT , yT , zT ),
where xT > 0, and the distance between ~C and ~Tx is r0,

where r0 > rr. The channel is solely governed by Brownian

motion.

For instance, an infected tissue is wanted to be monitored

through using Rx. Molecules are disseminated from the in-

fection site, which can be conceptualized as Tx. Molecules

emanating from the site of infection are likely to be reflected

by adjacent histological structures. Given the substantial size

disparity between these histological structures and the Rx, the

structures can be effectively modeled as an infinite reflecting

surface.

To understand the effect of ∂Ω on the channel and its

implications for the solution, let’s first omit ∂Ω. In the absence

of ∂Ω, the hitting rate of the molecules to Rx in a molecular

SISO system pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr) is derived in [10] as

pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr) =

rr
r0

1√
4πDt

× r0 − rr
t

exp

(

− (r0 − rr)
2

4Dt

)

,

(2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient.

Derivation of (2) could be developed from the solution of

Fick’s 3-D diffusion equation, which is presented in [10], [18].

Since any kind of distortion that does not permit spherical

symmetry in 3-D space is absent here, the spherical coordinate

space could be utilized to solve

∂p(r, t | r0)
∂t

= D∇2p(r, t | r0), (3)

under certain initial and boundary conditions. The initial

condition is defined as

p(r, t → 0 | r0) =
1

4πr20
δ(r − r0). (4)

This condition refers to the impulse function that is given to

the system at t = 0 in order to derive the impulse response of

the system, pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr), which is also defined as the

channel transfer function. The first boundary condition is

lim
r→∞

p(r, t | r0) = 0, (5)

where it can be assumed that the distribution vanishes at

distances far from Rx. The second boundary condition is

D
∂p(r, t | r0)

∂r
= wp(r, t | r0) for r = rr, (6)

where w is the rate of reaction. When the spherical boundary

is fully absorbing, w → ∞, the distribution vanishes in

the vicinity of the spherical receiver. This implies that the

molecules are absorbed and removed from the system.

Now assume that the 3-D space is interrupted by ∂Ω.

To solve Fick’s 3-D diffusion equation, another boundary

condition is needed, which is defined as

~a(r) · ~Jp(r, t|r0, t = 0) = 0 ∀r ∈ ∂Ω, (7)

where ~a(r) denotes the unit normal vector of the reflecting

surface at r, and ~Jp(r, t|r0, t = 0) is the flux of molecules.

This expression could be interpreted as

~Jp(r, t|r0, t = 0) = D∇p(r, t | r0, t = 0), (8)

which is also known as Fick’s First Law of Diffusion.

At first, it is noticed that

∇2 =
1

r2

[

∂

∂r

(

r2
∂

∂r

)

+
1

sin2 θ

∂2

∂φ2

+
1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(

sin θ
∂

∂θ

)]

. (9)
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Fig. 2. Approximated SIMO system when the infinite reflecting surface is
omitted.

Due to the presence of the reflective boundary condition (7),

p(r, t|r0, t = 0) is not spherically symmetric. Therefore, the

terms with θ and φ cannot be omitted as was done in [10]. As a

result, the mathematical procedures and methods that are pre-

sented in [10] to solve Fick’s 3-D diffusion equation become

intractable in the presence of the reflecting boundary condition.

Even though the general solution of the diffusion equation is

already proposed in [18], derivation of the absorption rate of

molecules in the vicinity of Rx is very complicated under

the second boundary condition (6). Hence, an appropriate

modeling that requires more physical intuition is needed to

approximate the solution of (3) under initial and boundary

conditions (4), (5), (6), and (7), respectively.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Method of Images

Brownian motion is a Wiener process, in which each

incremental step is independent of the previous steps. In the

vicinity of ∂Ω, the Wiener process is defined as

x(t+∆t) =

{

x′(t), if x′(t) ∈ Ω,

R∂Ω [x′(t)] , if x′(t) /∈ Ω,

(10)

where x′(t) = x(t) +
√
2D∆t r(t) and x(t) are the position

vectors of a molecule in Ω. r(t) is the random unit vector that

indicates the direction of the incremental step, and R∂Ω can

be denoted as the operation of reflection:

x′
‖

R∂Ω−−−→ x′
‖,

x′
⊥

R∂Ω−−−→ 2ω⊥ − x′
⊥,

(11)

where ω ∈ ∂Ω. x′
‖ denotes the component of x′(t) that

is parallel to ∂Ω, and x′
⊥ denotes the component of x′(t)

perpendicular to ∂Ω [18]. The physical interpretation of (11)

is the reflection of a particle in the direction normal to ∂Ω.

From the implications of (7) and (8), the following proposition

could be deduced:

Proposition 1: After reflection, the molecule continues

along the trajectory of its mirror image.

Let’s define the absorption rate of molecules to Rx in

Ω as pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω). Without loss of generality,

pSISO
hitn

(Rx, t | r0, rr , ∂Ω) can be defined as the probability of

being absorbed by Rx after being reflected n times by ∂Ω,

where n ∈ N. This implies

pSISO
hit (Rx, t |r0, rr, ∂Ω)= pSISO

hit0
(Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω)

+ . . .

+ pSISO
hitn

(Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω),
(12)

when n → ∞. From now on, pSISO
hitn

(Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω) can be

denoted as pH-SISO
n for simplicity. Hence,

pH-SISO
n = pH-SISO

0 + pH-SISO
1 + pH-SISO

2 + ...+ pH-SISO
∞ . (13)

Since Brownian motion is characterized as a Wiener pro-

cess, any incremental step taken after tr seconds after the

reflection event is independent of that event, particularly as

tr → 0. Hence, with this understanding of Wiener processes

and applying Proposition 1, the following could be deduced:

Corollary 1: When the reflecting surface is omitted, the sum

of a molecule’s probability of being absorbed by Rx and the

molecule’s probability of crossing the boundary of the mirror

image of Rx, which is symmetric with respect to ∂Ω, is equal

to pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr , ∂Ω).

(13) can be rearranged as

pH-SISO
n = pH-SISO

0 + pH-SISO
2 + pH-SISO

4 + ...+ pH-SISO
2n

+ pH-SISO
1 + pH-SISO

3 + pH-SISO
5 + ...+ pH-SISO

2n+1 ,
(14)

when n → ∞. Crossing the boundary of the image of Rx,

with respect to ∂Ω, is tantamount to being absorbed by an

imaginary receiver RxIm that is identical to Rx as shown in

Fig. 2. Being reflected an odd number of times is equivalent

to transition from real space to imaginary space when ∂Ω is

omitted. Therefore,

pSIMO
hit (Rx, t | RxIm, r0, rr) = pH-SISO

0 + pH-SISO
2 + ...+ pH-SISO

2n ,

pSIMO
hit (RxIm, t | Rx, rIm, rr) = pH-SISO

1 + pH-SISO
3 + ...+ pH-SISO

2n+1 ,
(15)

when n → ∞, and rIm denotes the center-to-center distance

between Tx and RxIm. As a result,

pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω) = pSIMO

hit (Rx, t | RxIm, r0, rr)

+ pSIMO
hit (RxIm, t | Rx, rIm, rr).

(16)

Corollary 2: A molecular SISO system in a 3-D half-space

with an infinite reflecting surface could be approximated as a

molecular SIMO system in a 3-D space, which consists of two

symmetrically located, with respect to the reflecting surface,

identical absorbing spherical receivers.

B. Channel Response

A SIMO system with two identical Rxs is already investi-

gated in [19]. The absorption rate of molecules to each receiver

in a SIMO system, pSIMO
hit (Rxi, t | Rxj), is derived as
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Fig. 3. MCvD system between two infinite reflecting surfaces.

p̂SIMO
hit (Rxi, t | Rxj)=

ri
r0i

1√
4πDt

(r0i − ri)

t

×exp

(

− (r0i − ri)
2

4Dt

)

(17)

− rjri
r0jr0i|j

1√
4πDt

(r0j + r0i|j)− (rj + ri)

t

×exp

(

−
(r0j + r0i|j)− (rj + ri)

2

4Dt

)

in [19], and a more computationally feasible closed-form

solution for the absorption probability of molecules to the

Rxi in the SIMO system is derived through neglecting the

absorption rate terms of recursively affected molecules as

pSIMO
hit (Rxi, t | Rxj) =

∫ t

0

p̂SIMO
hit (Rxi, τ | Rxj)dτ

=
ri
r0i

erfc

(

r0i − ri√
4Dt

)

− rjri
r0jr0i|j

erfc

(

−
(r0i + r0i|j)− (ri + rj)√

4Dt

)

,

(18)

where ri and rj are the radii of the receivers Rxi and Rxj ,

respectively. i and j denote the indices of receivers. r0i is the

center-to-center distance between Tx and Rxi, and r0j is the

center-to-center distance between Tx and Rxj . r0i|j and r0j|i
are then calculated by

r0i|j =

√

(

r0j − rj
rj
r0j

)2

+ r02i − 2

(

r0j − rj
rj
r0j

)

r0i cosφ,

(19)

r0j|i =

√

(

r0i − ri
ri
r0i

)2

+ r02j − 2

(

r0i − ri
ri
r0i

)

r0j cosφ,

(20)

where φ is the topology parameter that denotes the angular

separation between Rxi and Rxj as stated in [19].

Fig. 4. Approximated SIMO system when the two infinite reflecting surfaces
are omitted.

If we get back to our topology, since Rx and RxIm are

identical and symmetrically located with respect to the surface,

it turns out that

ri = rj = rr, (21)

and r0i|j is denoted as r0Rx|RxIm
, and r0j|i as r0RxIm|Rx. By

using (18), pSIMO
hit (Rx, t | RxIm) can be obtained as

pSIMO
hit (Rx, t | RxIm)=

rr
r0

erfc

(

r0 − rr√
4Dt

)

− r2r
rImr0Rx|RxIm

×erfc

(

−
(r0 + r0Rx|RxIm

)− 2rr√
4Dt

)

,

(22)

where pSIMO
hit (Rx, t | RxIm, r0, rr) is denoted as pSIMO

hit (Rx, t |
RxIm) for simplicity. Finally, by using (16), pSISO

hit (Rx, t |
r0, rr, ∂Ω) can be obtained in closed-form as

pSISO
hit (Rx, t | r0, rr, ∂Ω) =

rr
r0

erfc

(

r0 − rr√
4Dt

)

− r2r
rImr0Rx|RxIm

× erfc

(

−
(r0 + r0Rx|RxIm

)− 2rr√
4Dt

)

+
rr
rIm

erfc

(

rIm − rr√
4Dt

)

− r2r
r0r0RxIm|Rx

× erfc

(

−
(rIm + r0RxIm|Rx)− 2rr√

4Dt

)

. (23)

C. Two Parallel Infinite Reflecting Surfaces

The previous subsection demonstrates how one can derive

the channel response of a SISO system in a half-space with

an infinite reflecting surface by utilizing derivations previously

proposed for SIMO systems [19]. Furthermore, we can en-

vision scenarios in which nanonetworks operate within tight

regions where the reflective effects from multiple surfaces

must be compensated.

From this point, a different topology as shown in Fig. 3

is considered. A 3-D space is interrupted by two parallel

reflecting surfaces that are denoted by ∂Ω1 and ∂Ω2. It
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proceeds with usual notation, where rr denotes the radius of

Rx, and r0 denotes the center-to-center distance between Rx

and Tx. For simplicity, Rx is located such that

dmin(∂Ω
1,Rx) = dmin(∂Ω

2,Rx) = d. (24)

From the Corollary 1, the two parallel infinite reflecting

surfaces behave as if they were two parallel mirrors. For

every image created by ∂Ω1, a corresponding image would

be created behind ∂Ω2. Therefore, the number of imaginary

receivers is infinite as shown in Fig. 4.

In previous work [19], the absorption rate of the molecules

for each receiver in a multi-receiver system is derived by

considering the stealing effect that each receiver imposes on

every other receiver. We can define our case as a linear system

in Laplace domain as also proposed in [19]:













1 −P SISO
Rx|RxIm1

(s) · · · −P SISO
Rx|RxImK

(s)

−P SISO
RxIm1

|Rx
(s) 1 · · · −P SISO

RxIm1
|RxImK

(s)

...
...

. . .
...

−P SISO
RxImK

|Rx
(s) −P SISO

RxImK
|RxIm1

(s) · · · 1













×











P SISO
Rx (s)

P SISO
RxIm1

(s)
...

P SISO
RxImK

(s)











=











P SIMO
Rx (s)

P SIMO
RxIm1

(s)
...

P SIMO
RxImK

(s)











, (25)

where K is the number of imaginary receivers. For simplifi-

cation in notation, assume that Rx corresponds to RxIm0
and

center-to-center distance between Rx and Tx, r0, is simply de-

noted as rIm0
. When the inverse Laplace transform of the linear

system given in (25) is taken, pSISO
hit (Rx, rIm0

, rr, t | ∂Ω1, ∂Ω2)
can be obtained as

pSISO
hit (Rx, rIm0

, rr , t | ∂Ω1, ∂Ω2)

= lim
K→∞

K
∑

i=0

rr
rImi

1√
4πDt

(rImi
− rr)

t

× exp

(

− (rImi
− rr)

2

4Dt

)

−
K
∑

j=0,j 6=i

r2r
rImj

r0RxImi
|RxImj

1√
4πDt

×
(rImj

+ r0RxImi
|RxImj

)− 2rr

t

× exp

(

−
(rImj

+ r0RxImi
|RxImj

)− 4r2r

4Dt

)

.

(26)

Unfortunately, (26) cannot be further simplified by elim-

ination of recursively effected molecules as in (18). When

K → ∞, the solution of the linear system gets very com-

plicated.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

For a non-biased evaluation of proposed model, perfor-

mance evaluation in several different topologies is needed.

Every topology parameter must be clear and understandable.

For this purpose, the center point of Rx is denoted as a vector,
~C. A point vector ~Tx that denotes the position of Tx is defined

in 3-D half-space. As stated before, radius of Rx is denoted

as rr , minimum distance between ∂Ω and Rx is denoted as d,

and center-to-center distance between Rx and Tx is denoted

as r0, which is also equal to d(~C , ~Tx). To simplify notation,

∂Ω is located on the yz-plane for all topologies.

(a) Visualization of Topology 0. (b) Visualization of Topology 1.

Fig. 5. Visualizations of Topology 0 and Topology 1.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Variable Value

Diffusion Coefficient D 79.4 µm2/s

Simulation Duration T 2s

Time Step ∆t 10−5s

Channel responses for various topological examples are

obtained through a GPU-based simulator that is specialized

to simulate different environments and topologies of MCvD

systems. Channel response is considered as the hitting rate as

defined in [10]. The simulations are run 100 times repetitively

for each topology with number of molecules of N = 106,

and simulation time step size of ∆t = 10−5s. The simulation

duration is T = 2s. At the end of 100 iterations, the channel

response is obtained by taking the average to eliminate noise.

Performance of the derived analytical model and simulations

results are compared in the following subsections.

A. Infinite Reflecting Surface

1) Topology 0: Tx in the Vicinity of Reflecting Surface

To evaluate the performance of the analytical model, one

should also consider “edge-case” topologies. To see the effect

of reflection, when the input is given to the SISO system in

the vicinity of reflecting wall, Topology 0 is constructed as

shown in Fig. 5a. The topology parameters are given in Table

II.

Performance of Topology 0 is evaluated by varying the

radius of Rx as 3µm, 5µm, and 8µm, respectively. All in-

formation required to analyze Topology 0 is given in Table
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(a) Plot of cumulative distribution of
pSISO

hit
for Topology 0.
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(b) Plot of pSISO
hit

for Topology 0
(rr = 5µm).
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(c) Plot of cumulative distribution of
pSISO

hit
for Topology 1.
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(d) Plot of pSISO
hit

for Topology 1
(rr = 5µm).

Fig. 6. Plots of absorption probabilities of molecules by Rx with radii 3µm, 5µm, and 8µm for Topology 0 and Topology 1.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR TOPOLOGY 0

Parameter Variable Value

Location of Tx ~Tx (0, 0, 10µm)

Location of Rx ~C (10µm, 0, 0)

Radius of Rx rr 3µm, 5µm, 8µm

TABLE III
RMSE FOR TOPOLOGY 0

rr = 3µm rr = 5µm rr = 8µm

0.0040 0.0085 0.0150

II, from which d and r0 can be derived. For instance, for

rr = 8µm, d equals 2µm while for rr = 5µm, d equals

5µm. Additionally, r0 is 10
√
2µm for all radii. As a result,

the minimum distance between Rx and Tx, r0 − rr changes

with varying radii. The RMSE performance of the proposed

model with different Rx radii is given in Table III.

2) Topology 1: Side-Mirror Effect

Topology 1 is constructed to evaluate the performance of

the analytical solution under the influence of the side mirror

effect as shown in Fig. 5b. All information required to analyze

Topology 1 is given in Table IV, from which d and r0 can be

derived. For example, for rr = 8µm, d equals 2µm while for

rr = 5µm, d equals 5µm. Additionally, r0 is 10µm for all

radii. As a result, the minimum distance between Rx and Tx,

r0 − rr changes with varying radii. Performance of Topology

1 is evaluated by varying the radius of Rx as 3µm, 5µm, and

8µm, respectively. The RMSE performance of the proposed

model with different Rx radii is given in Table V.

3) Topology 2: Total Eclipse Effect

Derivation of the analytical solution to the channel re-

sponse of MCvD systems in 3-D half-space with an infinite

reflecting surface relies on the channel modeling for multi-

receiver systems. However, due to the recursive nature of

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS FOR TOPOLOGY 1

Parameter Variable Value

Location of Tx ~Tx (10µm, 0, 10µm)

Location of Rx ~C (10µm, 0, 0)

Radius of Rx rr 3µm, 5µm, 8µm

TABLE V
RMSE FOR TOPOLOGY 1

rr = 3µm rr = 5µm rr = 8µm

0.0021 0.0040 0.0091

channel modeling, these systems are erroneous when one

of the receiver is totally eclipsed by an other receiver [19].

Since our proposed model sums all the absorption rates of

molecules to each of Rxs, it ignores the stealing effect. As

a result, the idea presented in (16) gives robustness to our

model in total eclipse. Moreover, Topology 2, as shown in

Fig. 7a, could be used to see exactly the effect of d on our

proposed model. Therefore, the performance of Topology 2

is evaluated with different d values of 1µm, 3µm, and 5µm,

respectively. In order to increase or decrease the parameter

d, ∂Ω is shifted on the x-axis accordingly while r0 and rr
remain constant. Topology parameters are given in Table VI.

The RMSE performance of the proposed model with different

d values is given in Table VII.

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS FOR TOPOLOGY 2

Parameter Variable Value

Location of Tx ~Tx (20µm, 0, 0)

Location of Rx ~C (10µm, 0, 0)

Radius of Rx rr 5µm

dmin(∂Ω,Rx) d 1µm, 3µm, 5µm
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(a) Visualization of Topology 2. (b) Visualization of Topology 3.

Fig. 7. Visualizations of Topology 2 and Topology 3.

TABLE VII
RMSE FOR TOPOLOGY 2

d = 1µm d = 3µm d = 5µm

0.0088 0.0039 0.0048

4) Topology 3: Half Eclipse Effect

To see the performance of our model at half-eclipse angle,

which is stated in [19], Topology 3 is constructed as shown

in Fig. 7b. Tx is shifted by 5 µm in the +z direction from

its location in Topology 2. Topology parameters are given in

Table VIII, and performance of Topology 3 is evaluated with

different d values that are 1µm, 3µm, and 5µm, respectively.

In order to increase or decrease the parameter d, ∂Ω is shifted

on the x-axis accordingly while r0 and rr remain constant.

The RMSE performance of the proposed model with different

d values is given in Table IX.

B. Finite Reflecting Surface

It is observed that the intuition behind the derivation of (16)

holds its prominence when reflecting surface is finite, if it is

sufficiently wide compared to the size of Rx. Topology 2 is

reconstructed, when d = 1µm, with a finite reflecting surface

instead of the infinite reflecting surface. The constructed finite

reflecting surface is a thin square reflecting layer whose sides

are 40µm. The remaining topology parameters are same as

given in Table VI. The RMSE for Topology 2 with the finite

reflecting surface is 0.0085. The performance analysis between

an infinite reflecting surface and finite reflecting surface is

shown as Fig. 10a. To see the further effects of finite reflecting

surface, Topology 4 is constructed. A square surface, whose

sides are 40µm and center of mass is at origin, is located

on the yz-plane as shown in Fig. 8. ∂Ω∗ denotes the finite

reflecting surface. Topology parameters are given in Table X.

The RMSE for Topology 4 is 0.0060.

C. Bounded Space with Two Infinite Reflecting Surface

As shown in Fig. 3. when a SISO system in 3-D space

is bounded by two infinite reflecting surfaces, the analytical

solution is given in equation (26). However, the solution is

intractable when K → ∞. Even though the nature of mirrors

creates infinite number of imaginary receivers, molecules do

Fig. 8. Visualization of Topology 4

TABLE VIII
PARAMETERS FOR TOPOLOGY 3

Parameter Variable Value

Location of Tx ~Tx (20µm, 0, 5µm)

Location of Rx ~C (10µm, 0, 0)

Radius of Rx rr 5µm

dmin(∂Ω,Rx) d 1µm, 3µm, 5µm

TABLE IX
RMSE FOR TOPOLOGY 3

d = 1µm d = 3µm d = 5µm

0.0076 0.0030 0.0039

TABLE X
PARAMETERS FOR TOPOLOGY 4

Parameter Variable Value

Location of Tx ~Tx (5µm, 0, 0µm)

Location of Rx ~C (15µm, 0, 0)

Radius of Rx rr 5µm

not move as fast as photons. The first boundary condition,

(5), implies that the distribution of molecules vanishes at far

greater distances. While K is increasing, rImi
increases for

imaginary receivers at the edges. Therefore, an odd number

could be selected for K , and then the analysis could be

performed. Additionally, it could be assumed that for larger

values of d, K could be taken as a small number. The reason

behind is that the distance between successive receivers is

linearly proportional to d + rr. When d is large, (26) starts

to saturate for small values of K since rImi
increases faster

for large values of d. Therefore, after a certain small K ′,

the remaining summation becomes negligible. As a result,

in exchange for a tolerable error, (26) could be simplified

one step further for large values of d by ignoring recursively
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Fig. 9. Plot of absorption probabilities of molecules by Rx, where d equals to 1µm, 3µm, and 5µm, for Topology 2 and Topology 3.
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Fig. 10. (a) Plots of absorption probability of molecules by Rx in 3-D half-
space with a finite reflecting surface with respect to time. (b) Performance
evaluation of a MCvD channel bounded by two infinite parallel surfaces as
shown in Fig. 3.

effected molecules.

pSISO
hit (Rx, rIm0

, rr, t | ∂Ω1, ∂Ω2)

≈
K′

∑

i=0

rr
rImi

erfc

(

rImi
− rr√
4Dt

)

−
K′

∑

j=0,j 6=i

r2r
rImj

r0RxImi
|RxImj

× erfc

(

−
(rImi

+ r0RxImi
|RxImj

)− 2rr
√
4Dt

)

.

(27)

The evaluation of (27) is shown in Fig. 10b, where

dmin(∂Ω
1,Rx) = dmin(∂Ω

2,Rx) = 3µm.

TABLE XI
RMSE FOR TWO PARALLEL SURFACE SYSTEM

K ′ = 3 K ′ = 5 K ′ = 11

0.0089 0.0107 0.0106

D. Effect of
√
2D∆t on RMSE Performances

Performance analysis for the scenarios in which Rx is

located very close to ∂Ω is vulnerable to the simulation

parameter ∆t. Therefore, ∆t must be chosen less than 10−5s
when dmin is a very small number. The reason behind is that

the motion of molecules, which are confined into a small

region between Rx and ∂Ω, is smoother at ∆t = 10−5s,

giving better spacial resolution. In Table VII and IX, it appears

that the RMSE tends to decrease with an increase in d.

Furthermore, in Topology 0 and Topology 1, as rr increases,

d decreases as mentioned in Subsection A. Consequently, as

observed in both Table III and Table V, the RMSE tends to

increase with a decrease in d, consistent with our expectations.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose deriving the MCvD channel

response in a 3-D half-space with an infinite reflecting surface.

It is demonstrated that an infinite reflecting surface creates

a virtual channel behind it. Consequently, a SISO system

in a 3-D half-space with an infinite reflecting surface can

be approximated as a SIMO system in full 3-D space. This

approximation obviates the need for the exhaustive and ex-

tremely difficult task of finding a closed-form solution by

solving the diffusion equation with one initial and three

boundary conditions. To validate the proposed method, various

topologies are tested with results obtained from a GPU-based

simulator. Moreover, the incremental step in Brownian motion
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becomes more significant in half-space simulations. Therefore,

the appropriate choice of ∆t is crucial.

The results that are obtained through this work could

play a crucial role in addressing localization problems within

nanonetworks operating in biological environments.
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